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Pioneer Health seeks to refocus the Massachu-
setts conversation about health care costs away 
from government-imposed interventions, toward 
market-based reforms. Current initiatives include 
driving public discourse on Medicaid; present-
ing a strong consumer perspective as the state 
considers a dramatic overhaul of the health care 
payment process; and supporting thoughtful tort 
reforms.

Pioneer Public seeks limited, accountable gov-
ernment by promoting competitive delivery of 
public services, elimination of unnecessary reg-
ulation, and a focus on core government func-
tions. Current initiatives promote reform of how 
the state builds, manages, repairs and finances its 
transportation assets as well as public employee 
benefit reform. 

Pioneer Opportunity seeks to keep Massachu-
setts competitive by promoting a healthy business 
climate, transparent regulation, small business 
creation in urban areas and sound environmen-
tal and development policy. Current initiatives 
promote market reforms to increase the supply of 
affordable housing, reduce the cost of doing busi-
ness, and revitalize urban areas.

This paper is a publication of Pioneer Edu-
cation, which seeks to increase the education 
options available to parents and students, drive 
system-wide reform, and ensure accountability 
in public education. The Center’s work builds 
on Pioneer’s legacy as a recognized leader in the 
charter public school movement, and as a cham-
pion of greater academic rigor in Massachusetts’ 
elementary and secondary schools. Current ini-
tiatives promote choice and competition, school-
based management, and enhanced academic per-
formance in public schools.
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Introduction 
With Massachusetts’ school closure extending until the end 
of the 2019–20 academic year,1 Pioneer Institute urges that 
Massachusetts schools offer meaningful online and virtual 
learning programs, doing everything possible to eliminate 
problematic inconsistencies across Bay State 
school districts. 

Pioneer further urges Massachusetts to 
develop and distribute for timely public com-
ment two plans, one that will remedy this 
semester’s educational gaps during the 2020–
21 school year, and another to address future 
extended school closures, if and when they 
might occur. 

Relatedly, after this crisis passes, Massa-
chusetts should take steps toward generally 
improving its knowledge and capabilities 
with respect to online learning, which Pio-
neer, Bay State lawmakers, and nationally-recognized experts 
on digital learning have long identified as a significant area of 
weakness in Massachusetts’ K–12 education system. 

As Julie Young of ASU Prep Digital wrote in a September 
2017 op-ed, which appeared in news outlets across the state:

“Massachusetts struggles to keep pace with innovative 
online educational offerings that have helped students 
thrive throughout the nation.” The Commonwealth is 
home to digital learning experts Paul Peterson, [the late] 
Clayton Christensen, Michael Horn, and John Flores, 
yet it has been unable to establish a strong virtual-learn-
ing ecosystem.”2

The Delayed March 26 DESE Guidance
Governor Baker’s original, March 15, 2020 order, which 
closed brick-and-mortar school buildings until at earliest 
April 6, required the state Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education (DESE) “to support public school sys-
tems in developing and implementing plans to assist families 
and students in accessing alternative learning opportunities 
during the period in which this Order is in effect.”3 

The DESE did not publish formal guidance until March 26, 
nearly two school weeks later.4 That guidance—softly charac-
terized as “Recommendations”—advised schools to “launch” 
virtual learning by “early April,” therefore contemplating the 
possibility that some districts would be without such plans for 
multiple weeks in the heart of the school year. Unsurprising-
ly, confusion reigned in that interim. On March 24 the Bos-
ton Globe reported one superintendent as stating “[i]t’s kind 
of like we’re getting ready to fly the plane and we’re building 
the plane at the same time.” The same article reported that 
part of the “scrambling” to develop online learning included a 
partnership between the state and WGBH to “launch online 

learning resources” for children, including television program-
ming “between noon and five” every weekday. This partial out-
sourcing of education to WGBH—and television screens—
was cobbled together because, as Governor Baker said, “they 
[WGBH] and [the state] understand that not every district 

and not every student has the same access to 
computers, the Internet and tablets.”5

During this unfortunate two-week peri-
od, districts improvised. For example, 12 
districts published their own “Joint State-
ment On Shared Beliefs/Goals” on March 
24 (i.e., before DESE’s guidance) expressing 
their own philosophy and goals for remote 
learning.6 It should not have been necessary 
for districts to fill a fundamental void—con-
cerning educational “beliefs” and “goals”—in 
this manner.7

The DESE’s March 26 recommendations 
were therefore slow in coming, but also, upon arrival, sub-
stantively flawed.For example: 
� Content of Education. The recommendations “strongly” 

advised that schools focus solely on “reinforcing” matters 
already covered at school rather than teaching “new 
material.” The Recommendations were otherwise vague on 
the substance of education. While describing the safety and 
well-being of students, families, and staff as the “top priority,” 
the Recommendations did not use the word “curriculum,” 
nor reference the core subject areas in the Massachusetts 
Curriculum Frameworks: history, English language arts, 
mathematics, science and technology; remarkably, these 
topics were not mentioned in the guidance, suggesting a 
concerning de-prioritization of matters central to education. 

� Duration of the School Day. The recommendations called 
for “meaningful and productive learning” for “approximately 
half the length of a regular school day,” which, in an 
unspecified proportion, could combine “educator-directed 
learning” with “student self-directed learning.”

� Educational Methods. The recommendations listed a 
variety of remote learning “tools” (including “video or audio 
conference calls,” “1:1 phone or video calls,” “email,” “work 
packets,” etc.) but were vague regarding the use of these 
tools. For example, while the recommendations called 
for “[o]pportunity to connect with one or more educators 
multiple times per week,” and “[a]ccess to multiple hours 
per day of academic content directed by educators,” they 
made no specific recommendation about the extent to 
which teachers should educate children through live 
online sessions against other available methods. 

� Student Participation. The recommendations “strongly 
recommend[ed]” that districts use a “Credit/No Credit” 
approach to grading, “so as to incentivize continuous 
learning,” but did not require it. The recommendations 

“Massachusetts 
struggles to keep 
pace with innovative 
online educational 
offerings that have 
helped students thrive 
throughout the nation.”
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districts to engage in virtual learning, and provided clearer 
guidance on how to do so.12

By way of illustration, one of those higher-ranked states is 
Rhode Island. According to an April 23 Boston Globe analy-
sis, Rhode Island provided swifter, firmer guidance to school 
districts than Massachusetts.13 When Rhode Island closed its 
schools on March 13, it advanced the April vacation to the 
next week, giving school districts time to develop and submit 
remote learning plans, while simultaneously communicat-
ing that those plans should strive—among other things—for 
a “similar workload” to regular school, and daily interaction 
between teachers and students.14 The a rticle r eported t hat a s 
of mid-April, Rhode Island public school students’ participa-
tion rate in remote school averaged approximately 90 percent, 
in contrast to widely disparate rates in Massachusetts—from 
90 percent in Andover, to 50 percent in Boston, to 30 percent 
in Chelsea.15

The April 24 Updated Guidance –  
A Long Overdue and Only Partial Remedy
On April 24 DESE released additional guidance.16 This 
“Updated Remote Learning Guidance” came many weeks 
into the school closure, and the impact of that lapse of time 
was inevitably compounded by the need for school districts to 
digest and implement the new guidance, with relatively little 
time remaining in the school year. 

The new document does provide additional guidance on 
curriculum, calling for a “focus on teaching the content stan-
dards most critical for student success in the next grade lev-
el”—and identifies those standards in detailed attachments, 
one for elementary grades (K–5), and one for secondary grades 
(6–12). This is constructive, but does not appear to profoundly 
alter the March 26 recommendations’ emphasis on “reinfor-

cement” of already-taught content. Each 
of the two curriculum-related attachments 
states on page 1: “Since most standards will 
have already been taught prior to the closures, 
we anticipate that significant time would 
still be spent on reinforcement.” [emphasis 
added] 

The updated guidance states that “the 
only area where we are materially modi-
fying our initial recommendations is the 
focus on covering the prerequisite content 
standards”.17 Unsurprisingly, then, it does 
little to remedy other deficiencies in the 
March 26 guidance: 

� Duration of the School Day. The updated guidance 
does not alter the half-day expectation, except that—in 
a section titled “Provide a manageable number of lessons 
and assignments”—the document seems to shorten that 
expectation for lower grades (“[T]he overall student 

stated that schools “could incorporate other incentives to 
keep students motivated” but the document did not identify 
possible such incentives.

� Teacher Feedback. The recommendations stated: “To 
the extent practicable, teachers should provide feedback 
on student work completed at home.” That wide-open 
articulation allowed for limitless approaches to teacher 
review of the day-to-day work of children. 

The March 26 DESE guidance recognized that upon issuance 
“districts and schools across the commonwealth have been 
operating with various remote learning models for their stu-
dents, with significant variation from one district to the next,” 
and the guidance unfortunately left intact a patchwork and 
uneven educational regime. Boston, for example, embarked 
on the school closure with a large technological gap: the 
Boston Globe reported that “[b]efore the pandemic struck, an 
estimated 8,000 to 10,000 Boston Public Schools students 
lacked ‘adequate technology’—meaning they don’t have reg-
ular access to a computer or the Internet or both.” 8 In a rush, 
Boston purchased and distributed 20,000 Chromebooks.9 
An April 6 Boston Globe article reported the experience of a 
sixth-grader as follows:

“Since schools shut down in Boston on March 17, the 
12-year-old’s direct contact with his teachers has been 
limited to two online exchanges with his math teacher and 
a few text messages (from his English instructor, the only 
teacher Malaki knows how to reach quickly when a ques-
tion occurs). Most days, he picks up assignments posted 
online, and completes them alone: no questions asked; no 
calls from his teachers; and no way to call most of them.”10

In the wake of the March 26 recommendations, problems 
existed across a diversity of districts, such that the com-
monwealth’s students, as a whole, were 
not experiencing the challenge they would 
have experienced in school, nor a consis-
tent baseline across districts in terms of 
the amount of educational activity, the 
content of educational activity, or the 
amount and nature of teacher interaction. 
Even now, weeks later, an analysis by the 
Massachusetts Business Alliance for Edu-
cation shows disparities among our 20 
largest school districts on dimensions as 
fundamental as grading policy, whether 
the district is teaching new content, and 
whether the district is providing Wi-Fi 
access.11 A detailed April 8, 2020 Education Reform Now 
analysis ranked Massachusetts behind 43 other states—
including all other New England states—in its transition to 
virtual learning. The 43 states ranked above Massachusetts 
had (at the state level) required or more strongly encouraged 

A detailed April 8, 2020 
Education Reform 
Now analysis ranked 
Massachusetts behind  
43 other states—including 
all other New England 
states—in its transition to 
virtual learning.
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and the Constitution” civics contest, after final preparations and 
a competition conducted entirely online. Less visible successes 
and accomplishments are occurring all over the state, involv-
ing dedicated teachers, administrators and students. However, 
great difficulties nonetheless exist, and they are accentuated by 
a long-existing structural and educational deficiency: Massa-
chusetts’ lack of preparedness in the realm of virtual learning. 

That is a frustrating story beginning years ago, when Massa-
chusetts—with a statute in 2010, and another 
in 2013— ventured into the evolving field of 
virtual education. However, the state inhib-
ited this process in many ways, a problem 
that was noticed at the outset. In late 2010, 
a Boston Globe op-ed by State Representa-
tives Marty Walz and William Brownsberg-
er decried the “crippling requirement that 
schools draw a large portion of their students 
from their own district,” which “limit[s] the 
statewide expansion of any district-spon-
sored virtual school.”  23 Even after the 2013 
statute,24 obstacles remained, and inhibited 
progress. In a 2017 Lowell Sun op-ed, virtual 
learning pioneer Julie Young recognized that 
Massachusetts “boast[s] some of the most 
dynamic and thoughtful approaches to brick-
and-mortar education, providing a model for 

the rest of the country,” but Massachusetts has at the same time 
been resistant to change:

“Several years ago, Massachusetts passed virtual-school 
legislation. Susan Patrick, president and CEO of the 
International Association for K–12 Online Learning, 
advised the Massachusetts Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education on regulations to accompany 
the new law. She recalls making three basic recommenda-
tions: Don’t put any geographic restrictions on the schools, 
don’t impose an enrollment cap on them, and let the mon-
ey follow the student. Unfortunately, the department 
largely ignored her advice.”25

Pioneer Institute has pressed this issue from the start with 
research and advocacy.26 In 2013, Pioneer went so far as to 
develop and publish a guide to starting an online school.27 Last 
month, Pioneer released a guide specific to the present situa-
tion—the policy brief titled “Shifting to Online Learning in 
the COVID-19 Spring” by Julie Young and William Dono-
van.28 Pioneer’s efforts in this area over the past decade include 
the support and recommendations of this paper’s co-author 
John Flores of the United States Distance Learning Associa-
tion (USDLA).29 

Pioneer Institute’s April 17, 2020 “The Learning Curve” 
podcast featured Michael Horn, an expert in education inno-
vation (and Massachusetts resident), who confirmed the unfor-
tunate reality that—despite the urgings of Pioneer, USDLA 

remote learning day is expected to last roughly half as 
long as the regular school day. However, academic time 
on task should appropriately vary by grade level, with 
enrichment opportunities filling in the remaining remote 
learning time.”) 18 

� Educational Methods. The updated recommendations 
continue to list menus of options without making concrete 
recommendations about the extent to which particular 
options should be used,19 meaning students 
in different districts and grades could have 
very different experiences with respect to 
such fundamental matters as how often 
they experience lessons actually delivered 
by their teachers (through live or pre-
recorded videos) vs. how often their day is 
largely or entirely a matter of completing 
worksheets, or reading assigned texts. (At 
the same time, the guidance does state a 
preference for pre-recorded videos over 
live online lessons, due to concerns about 
student availability.)20

� Student Participation. The updated 
recommendations re-state the “Credit/
No Credit” approach (to “incentivize 
continuous learning while acknowledging 
the challenging situation we face”), 
but they seem to soften it further by 
“expand[ing] on this recommendation to encourage 
districts and schools to promote students to the next grade 
level”.21 

� Teacher Feedback. The updated recommendations remain 
unclear on expectations in this regard. A section titled 
“Emphasize student engagement in core instruction” 
lists examples of the “many ways to maximize student 
engagement.” These include “[f]requent feedback on 
student work” among others, such as “Gamified, self-paced 
learning platforms” and “[P]roject-based learning on an 
engaging, socially relevant topic.” But that same section 
concludes with the sentiment that “one of these methods is 
not necessarily better than the other.”22 

Despite Massachusetts’ Immense COVID-19 
Challenges, the Failure to Advance Virtual 
Learning Capabilities was Longstanding
Unquestionably, the challenges faced by DESE and the dis-
tricts in recent months due to COVID-19 are huge and, in this 
realm, unprecedented.  And there is much to commend about 
the energy and resourcefulness of teachers—and students—
striving to adapt to this unusual circumstance. One vivid exam-
ple: an Easthampton High School team, under teacher Kelley 
Brown, recently won the national “We the People: the Citizen 

Michael Horn, an expert  
in education innovation 
who confirmed the 
unfortunate reality 
Massachusetts is a 
“laggard” in the area of 
virtual learning, which is 
“tethered” to traditional 
school models while 
other states progress 
and innovate.
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that innovation is education—both K–12 and colleges and 
universities.
There too Massachusetts has done well in recent decades. 
But one of the things the pandemic has laid bare is the 
Commonwealth’s failure to keep pace with innovative 

K–12 online education offerings. This 
has resulted in an uneven transition to 
online learning that threatens to cost 
students a third of their school year.”31

The present situation is extremely unfortu-
nate for individual students, for cohorts of 
students (i.e., students in poorly transition-
ing districts), and also for parents and guard-
ians, who have a strong interest in their chil-
dren’s education, and who need the structure 
of school to allow a proper focus on their 
own work. The commonwealth’s taxpayers 
generally should also be frustrated: the Mas-
sachusetts public schools spend billions of 
dollars each year.32 

Massachusetts should do all possible to 
salvage this school year, and to be more prepared for school 
closures in the future, whatever their cause, and whether they 
involve individual schools, districts, or (as in this remarkable 
circumstance) the entire state.

and others—Massachusetts is a “laggard” in the area of virtual 
learning, which is “tethered” to traditional school models while 
other states progress and innovate.30

If the commonwealth had instead diligently advanced its 
knowledge and capabilities with regard to virtual learning, 
as have many other states, our resources and 
sophistication today—years after Massa-
chusetts began its halting experimentation 
with virtual education—would have been 
far superior. And our ability to handle a 
shock to the traditional, brick-and-mortar 
system would also have been proportional-
ly superior. While there is no single cause 
of the present educational crisis—districts’ 
individual approaches represent, among 
other things, varying local philosophies of 
education, and varying dynamics among 
parents, school committees, administrators 
and teachers—the above-described resis-
tance to technological change has surely 
played a significant part in the current sit-
uation. 

As stated by co-author John Flores in a recent Common-
wealth Magazine article:
“Massachusetts is routinely cited as having one of the 
nation’s most innovative economies. The cornerstone of 

The present situation is 
extremely unfortunate 
for individual students, 
for cohorts of students 
(i.e., students in poorly 
transitioning districts), 
and also for parents and 
guardians, who have a 
strong interest in their 
children’s education

Recommendations 

1. A Timely, Public Fall 2020 Plan. The DESE and
school districts should be working now on a plan
for the fall 2020 semester which ensures that the
education gaps of this spring are filled fully and
quickly, and which takes into account the possibility
of additional closures.

Importantly, that plan should be released publicly
early enough to allow meaningful input from the
broader community, including parents. What stu-
dents are taught, and how they are taught, is ulti-
mately a democratic decision, yet meaningful evalua-
tion and comment will not be possible unless the fall
2020 plan is released publicly well before September.

2. A Separate Plan For Future School Closures. The
commonwealth should also be working now on a plan 
for any similar school closure, which many experts
believe may occur again as soon as the fall. Such a
plan should be periodically reviewed and kept up

to date. The negative impact on learning, especially 
among disadvantaged students, cannot be allowed a 
second time. The commonwealth must be ready. 

The planning should embrace the five recommen-
dations in the Pioneer Institute’s April 2020 report, 
“Shifting to Online Learning in the Covid-19 
Spring,” authored by Julie Young and William 
Donovan.33 The brief calls for surveying families to 
determine who needs devices and who is without 
access, and filling the gaps; equipping schools with 
a Learning Management System (LMS) and a stu-
dent information system (SIS); training teachers; 
serving students with disabilities; and establishing 
clear daily schedules. That brief provides concrete 
ideas and resources for accomplishing these goals.   
Related additional guidance is available from the 
U.S. Distance Learning Association, some of which 
is distilled in the May 6, 2020 Commonwealth 
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Magazine article “Time for Massachusetts to Up 
Its Online Learning Game.”34 Among many key 
principles, particularly relevant here are educating 
and training teachers on virtual learning through 
continuing professional development; ensuring 
that communication to parents and guardians con-
cerning virtual learning is timely and substantive 
(e.g. formal tutorials), so that parents and guard-
ians understand— among other things—their 
role in the process, and the program’s substance 
and goals; provision of the full range of school ser-
vices (such as library services, counseling services, 
and special needs services); and ensuring continual 
formal evaluation of the process, with the input of 
all stakeholders (including parents and guardians). 

3. Improvements to the Spring 2020 DESE
Guidance. Going forward, the DESE should
improve its guidance in the areas identified in the
body of this paper, now to the extent practicable, and
certainly in its planning for fall 2020 and beyond.
Specifically:

a.  Content of Education. In a school closure
situation, particularly a long one, Massachusetts
should be prepared to advance the curriculum,
rather than engage entirely or largely in
reinforcement of previously-taught material.
DESE should be focused on how to avoid
a lengthy and damaging pause in education
from occurring again. While the DESE is
correct to be concerned about student safety
and well-being, it should better calibrate
this concern with academic imperatives.35

b.  Duration of the School Day. At least in a
lengthy school closure, Massachusetts’ remote
learning plan should not abandon half of each
school day, as has occurred this spring. A more
ambitious school day should be the goal, at
minimum in Secondary Grades.

c.  Methods of Teaching. The DESE should
provide clearer guidance to schools in this
area, not simply listing menus of options, but
providing direction, and expressing preferences,
among those options. Otherwise students will
have very different experiences—some enjoying
substantial teacher contact (e.g., through live or
pre-recorded video instructions) and others not.

d.  Student Participation. In a future school closure,
Massachusetts should be prepared to continue
grading student work. The abandonment of
grades may have been necessary in the sudden
disruption of spring 2020, but it cannot serve
as a model for similar situations that may
unfortunately occur in the future.

e.  Teacher Feedback. Expectations in this area
should be strengthened and clarified, so that
teachers have a clearer understanding of their
own role with regard to assignments, and
students are less likely to have greatly varying
experiences in terms of interaction with teachers. 

In performing this work, the commonwealth should 
learn from district and charter public schools, as well as 
private schools, that managed this transition well. 

More generally, Pioneer calls for the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts to apply policy energy and resources 
to improving its knowledge and capabilities with respect 
to online learning. For years, Pioneer has warned that 
Massachusetts is far behind other states on virtual learn-
ing and urged the commonwealth to redo its unhelpful 
regulation of virtual schools. 

We must learn the many and varied lessons of this 
unexpected crisis. In the realm of education, the cri-
sis reminds us of the critical importance of delivering 
educational programs at a consistent level of excellence, 
and teaches that we must vigorously improve our pre-
paredness and capabilities—both to keep pace with 
ordinary-course innovation in other states, and to be 
ready for future emergency school closures. Education 
of young people is crucial to their intellectual and social 
development, and to the state’s future; we cannot allow 
an interruption like this one to occur again.
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